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the mental and physical is such as can only be expressed by such words ai
Receiving—Imparting the received; Feeling—Acting or causing to feel,
Suffering—Causing to suffer. . . . Now since every part of matter
alternately receives and imparts the influence it receives, I see no valid
reason for objecting to the hypothesis that all matter is alternately psychical
and physical when it alternates between the two states of receiving an
influence and imparting the received influence." On p. 73, he exclaims:—
" The days of the Concomitance-theory are numbered, for the Theory of
Alternation is destined to supplant it. To the older theory, therefore, I
desire to bid a final and respectful adieu 1"

The Beautiful and the Sublime. An Analysis of these Emotions and -
a Determination of the Objectivity of Beauty. By JOHN STBUJFOBT
KEDNBT. New York: Putnam, 1880. Pp. v. 214.

This is an attempt to discover the conditions of beauty as a subjec-
tive state of emotion, and then to determine beauty as an objective
quality. The view taken, though worked out in a manner peculiar to
the author, approximates to the well-known doctrine of spiritualistic
philosophers. " The symbolic correspondence of any what in nature to
the subjective ideal of the perfect physical life constitutes its beauty
for such appreciant." The world about us presents in general such a corre-
spondence, T)eing the manifestation of the Divine Spirit, which is thus
the " hist secret" of Beauty. The work is written in a somewhat rhap-
sodical style, and is7not always clear. I t is characterised by a distinct
vein of mysticism. At the same time it contains many good obser-
vations and criticisms. The work is an illustration that mysticism in
speculative conceptions is not incompatible with, keen insight into
everyday homely fact FJ S 1

La Mart et le DiabLe: Histoire et Philosophic des deux Negations
suprfimes. Par POHPBYO GBNBR, De la Society d'Anthxopologie
de Paris. Pre^cetle d'une lettre a l'Auteur de M. Ii t tre, Membra
de 1'Academic francaise. Paris: Eeinwald, 1880. Pp. xL, 780.

M. Iittre's letter (pp. xv.-xxxiv.), written five years ago, while the
book was still in progress, welcomes it as the work of a young Spanish
convert to positivism, and as a proof of the fruitfulness of positivist
ideas. The author, in writing from a distinctively positivist point of
view, does not conceive this in any narrower sense than M. Littrd
himself. His work is of a very elaborate character, and falls into two
main parts. In the first, dealing with Death and Immortality, he
begins with a historic sketch of the conceptions among the chief
civilised peoples, ancient and modern, down to the era of the French
Revolution; and follows this up with a philosophical discussion of
Life and Death, Body and Soul, and Immortality, in the light of the
latest results of science; before drawing the practical positivist con-
clusion. The second part, in like manner, traces the historic evolution
of the idea of Evil through all its personifications, and then considers
it philosophically, again with the practical application. I t is a learned
and thoughtful, and also "a well-written book : ambitious in dssign,
and not coming short in execution.
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